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},IINERALOGICAL NOTES

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HABIT AND MORPHOLOGY OF WULFENITE

Sroxnv A. Wrr-r,rnlrs, Phelps Dod.ge Corp.

INrnooucuoN

This study attempts to relate the habit and morphology of wulfenite
crystals to their conditions of formation and minor element content. For
this purpose 64 samples were obtained from as many localities as possible.
Crystals from each specimen were measured on a Stoe two-circle goniom-
eter and then pulverized for quantitative r-ray fluorescence analysis.
Each sample was also studied microscopically to determine the associated
species and paragenesis. From the paragenetic study it was possible to
estimate the Eh and pH at the time of crystall ization. Other factors, such
as the rate of crystallization, must also influence the habit of wuifenite
but these factors could not be assessed and so were neglected. Ifowever,
the habit and morphology of 'rvulfenite can be related to the factors con-
sidered in this paper, suggesting that the latter are important and pos-
sibiy dominant ones.

Coxorrroxs or Fonlrarrox

It is assumed that the temperature and pressure of formation of all
wulfenites studied were similar to normal atmospheric conditions so that
Eh and pH are left as the only factors with which to assess the conditions
of formation. The chemistrl' of dilute aqueous solutions carrying lead
and molybdenum has been discussed by several workers (Takahashi,
1960; Titley and Anthony, 196l; Will iams, 1963). Generally, wulfenite
can crystallize over a wide pH range but rather extreme conditions are
required for it to be stable at a pH less than 3 or greater than 9. It can
crystallize in a slightly reducing environment but normally forms in a
moderately to extremely oxidizing environment.

As a guide to Eh and pH of crystaTlizati.on, the samples were pigeon-
holed according to close temporal association with one of five species
commonly found with wulfenite. These are cerussite, mimetite, willemite,
hemimorphite, and plattnerite. Wulfenite earlier than or contemporane-
ous with cerussite was assumed to have formed in mildly acid waters at
a fairly low Eh. Then, in order, association with mimetite, hemimorphite-
wil lemite, and plattnerite indicates increasing pH and Eh. The conditions
of all ol these species are fairly well known with the exception of willemite.
Some willemite, particularly that of acicular habit, has almost certainiy
formed under surface conditions of oxidation. Other willemite occurrences
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T,lero 1. RnNr<s or Fonus nr DmrennNr AssocrarroNs

Form Average Cerussite Mimetite ""lT:t- Willemite Plattnerite
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seem to be best explained by elevated temperatures as suggested by the
work of Roy and Nlumpton (1956). This seems to be especially true of
crystals with short prismatic habit. Since wuifenite has also been grown
under elevated temperatures and in hydrothermal conditions (Dem'yanets
et al.,1963) it may be that some of the peculiarit ies of wulfenite found
with willemite reflect elevated temperatures.

Table 1 shows the common forms of wulfenite in order of decreasing
rank for each mineralogical association. After each crystal was measured,
the forms were listed in order of decreasing quality of their faces (in
terms of signal quality, size, and number of face of the form). Each form
on this list was assigned an integer in order of dec.reasing quality. If the
integer is q, and x is the number of crystals showing the form, the follow-
ing relation gives the "rank" (R) of the form:

)-.
R :  = 1

where R6 is the rank of the best form on a given crystal or group of crys-
tals. This treatment differs from that employed by Bach (1926) but has
the advantage of combining all of the factors which he considered in
three separate lists.
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The first column in Table 1, which summarizes the ranks of forms for
all samples studied, shows that five forms are overwhelmingly the most
impor tan t :  { 001 } ,  { 011 } ,  { 112 } ,  { 013 } ,  and  {111 } .  A  comparab le  l i s t i ng
by  Bach  (1926 )  based  on  137  c rys ta l s  i s :  { 001 } ,  [ 011 ] ,  { 013 } ,  { 114 } ,
{110} ,  and {112}.  The posi t ion of  {110}  in  the l is t  is  rather  surpr is ing;
it was found only twice in this study. Padurova (1929) l ists {001},
l l l2 l ,  {011} ,  {114} ,  and [013]  in  terms of  f requencl 'o f  occurrence.

A total of 57 forms was found during the study and no attempt was
made to distinguish upper and lower forms. Four crystals showed {014}
and two showed {016};each of  these forms gave good s ignals on one
crystal.

Crystals found with wil lemite are perhaps the most aberrant, although
crystals in each assemblage have certain peculiarities. Forms such as

1229\, 1029}, \2.2.11|, and I0.2.lI| are particularly characteristic of
wulfenite with willemite.

The habit of wulfenite in each of the five groups varies in the following
way:

1) wi thcerussi tetabularwi thedgesdominatedbyei ther {hhl}  or  {Okl}  (Fig.1-A);

2) with mimetite tabular with edges dominated by {hhl}, {0kl}, and minor {hk0}
(Fig. 1-B);

D

Fro. 1. Characteristic habits of wulfenite crystals.
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3) with hemimorphite like above but with [hk0] somewhat more important;

4) with willemite tabular to equant-dipyramidal with edges dominated by {hhl} ;
5) rn''ith plattnerite steep dipyramidal or prismatic with [hkO] dominant (Fig. 1-C and

1-D).

Of all the pure crystals examined 2lhave long edges parallel to [110]
and 20 have them parallel to [0i0]. With the exception of willemite noted
above, wulfenites in other associations were generally equally divided
into groups with edges parallel to [010] and [110].

Study of the paragenesis indicates that at low pH and Eh { 001 } , { 013 } ,
{011} ,  {  I I2 l ,  and {015f  are stable;  at  low Eh and h igh pH {013},  {0111,
{114 } ,  and  [116 ]  a re  s tab le ;  and  a t  h i gh  pH  and  Eh  {111 } ,  { 113 } ,  and

{114} are stable. Generally the stabil ity of {hhlf increases while the
stability of {Okl} decreases during normal oxidation.

There is little significance to the presence or absence of rare forms in
terms of the parameters considered in this paper. Of note, however, is
the fact that {114} is invariably present on crystals which show rare
forms; {1la} is also characteristic of rounded or distorted crystals.

Mrwon Er,BlrBNrs

Oxides of Cr, As, V, Sb, and W were weighed and mixed with com-
mercially available PbMoOa as standards lor x-ray fluorescence analysis.
Standard curves covering the range oI 07o to 2/6 metal were prepared
for each of the five elements. Three samples later proved to contain more
than 2/6 (all were tungstenian) and only one contained Sb, so this element
was dropped from further consideration. Samples were examined with a
Norelco X-ray fluorescence unit equipped with a tungsten target tube
and LiF anaVzer. The Pb count and the Pb/Mo count ratio were used
as internal standards.

Twentl.-seven of the samples contain at least one of the four elements
and several contain more than one. The highest percentages detected,
expressed as oxides, are as follows: WOr) l jVo, VzOt I. l07o, CrzOt
0.85To, AszOB 0.757o, and SbzOr 1.3270. Tungsten is the element most
commonly found, followed in order by chromium, arsenic, vanadium,
and antimony.

AII crystals containing vanadium have long edges parallel to [110];
all crystals containing tungsten, arsenic, or chromium have long edges
parallel to [010]. No relation between the minor element content and
morphology could be demonstrated.

The relation between the axial ratio and minor element content is
shown in Fig. 2. The axial ratio was determined from {011} if possible,
otherwise {112} or {013} was employed. Some crystals were unsuited for
morphological determination so aII samples were studied by r-ray meth-
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% mcfol

l 'rc. 2. Variation ol a:c with content of Cr, As. V. and W in wulfenite.

ods using cameras of 114.59 mm diameter and CuKa radiation. Several
l ines in the back reflection region were used to compute the axiai ratio.

Cnvstarr,ocRAPHrc DATA

The value of  a:c : I :2 .2308 used in Dana's System of  l , { inera logy,  Tth.
edition, has been selected from Kokscharov (1878). Others value have
been reported b-v Padurova (1929), Koning (1948), Ingersoll (1894),
Comucci (1926), Hlawatsch (1925), and Bach (1926). Values reported
range f rom l :2 .2217 to l :2 .23t1.  Since previous workers have not  used
crystals known to be free of other elements, the values give in Table 2
for pure wulfenite are considered superior. The value l:2.2268 was ac-
cepted as the best value on the basis of this study.

The tetartohedrism of wulfenite is now well established (Huribut,
1955; also see Bach (1926); Russell (1946); Ingersoll (1894). Wulfenite
has been studied many by workers and a review of the l iterature is most

T.qelr 2. Axral Rarro on Wur,rrNrro

method p  1 0 1 1 1

:r-ray powder method
perfect crystals
avg. from 41 crystals

65049.O',+0 5',
65"49,  +3 .5 '

l :2 2270+ .O02
1:2 2268+ .0009
l:2 2268+ .A061
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instructive regarding the abil ity of morphological study to prove mero-
hedrism when other methods fail or give inconclusive results.

Of all the samples examined in this project, only one showed obvious
tetartohedrism. These crvstals, supplied by R. A. Bideaux from Silver
Bell, Arizona, are smoky blue, calcian, and contain minor Cr and V. All
o f  these crysta ls  show {134} but  not  {134} .  Many other  specimens show
crl.stals of tetartohedral appearance but no forms of polar character.
l{any other crystals also show preferential etching of {001}, {011}, or

{112}  on one end or  v ic inal  forms on [00I f  only .
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